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Abstract pmf Payload mass fraction
tf Tankage fraction

Ion propulsion systems (IPSs) have potential tt Thrusting time
for application in many space missions, where ue Exhaust velocity
the high specific impulse available can offer sub- Vs Accelerating potential
stantial improvements in mission performance a Specific power
over conventional chemical propulsion systems. AV Velocity increment
Xenon is presently the preferred propellant, pro- 7e Electrical efficiency
viding stable, electrically quiet discharges, to- 7m Mass utilisation efficiency
gether with high thruster efficiency and long
life. The main disadvantage with xenon is its
high cost and limited availability, which could Introduction

Introduction
impose serious constraints on the use of IPSs
on some future missions. This paper investi- Electron bombardment ion thrusters have been pro-
gates the effect on mission performance of op- posed for a variety of primary and auxiliary propulsion
erating an IPS on either xenon, krypton or a 1:4 applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], since first being proposed
Xe/Kr combination propellant. Calculations of by Kaufman over thirty years ago [7, 8]. The high spe-
payload fraction, overall spacecraft mass, pro- cific impulse available from an ion propulsion subsystem
pellant mass, thrusting time, launch cost and (IPS) can offer substantial reductions in propulsion sub-
propellant cost have been performed over a wide system mass over conventional chemical systems, espe-
range of mission AV's, with accelerating poten- cially for high energy missions which may previously
tial as the variable. Results show that signifi- have been impossible due to the inhibitively large pro-
cant improvements in payload fraction, launch pellant mass required by chemical propulsion systems.
cost and propellant cost can be achieved with
krypton or a 1:4 Xe/Kr combination propellant, The propellant for an ion thruster should be selected
providing that an increase in thrusting time can for its high molecular mass, low ionisation potential and
be tolerated. ease of handling and storage [9]. Mercury and cesium

were the initial choices. Tests with these propellants
Nomenclature showed that high efficiencies could be achieved in elec-

tron bombardment thrusters. Problems with vapori-
F Thrust sation, condensation and environmental contamination
go Acceleration due to gravity eventually lead to the replacement of these propellants
Ip Specific impulse by the inert gas xenon. Experimental tests with xenon
m Propellant mass flow rate ion thrusters were very successful [10, 11, 12, 13, 14],
mo Overall spacecraft mass with performance matching the high standards set with
mp Propellant mass mercury. At present xenon is the universally preferred
rrp; Payload mass propellant for electron bombardment ion thrusters. In
rpcc, Power conditioning and control recent years however, it has become apparent that the

equipment mass high cost and limited availability of xenon could seri-
mrpme Propellant supply and monitoring ously constrain future usage of IPSs [15]. If ion thrusters

equipment mass are to realise their full potential, cheaper, more readily
mstruc Spacecraft structure mass available propellant must be found. Lower molecular
mn, Thruster system mass mass inert gases are obvious candidates. He, Ne, Ar
P Power input and Kr have been tested in a SERT II thruster by Byers

*Postgraduate Student [10]. He found that krypton performed reasonably well,
tLecturer in Astronautics although some degradation in performance, compared
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to xenon, was observed. The lower molecular mass of
krypton leads to an increased power requirement for a _II xenon krypton Xe/Kr
given thrust, while the higher ionisation potentials re- VB (V) 2200 2200 2200
duce the discharge efficiency. As well as the reduction u (km/s) 56.8 71.2 67.5
in performance, discharge stability was also found to be F (mN) 250.0 199.7 210.7
impaired. The reduction in stability is thought to be m (mg/s) 5.17 3.51 3.91
affected by hollow cathode phenomena. To overcome I, (s) 4927 5804 5500
this problem it is proposed that ion thrusters could be 7m 0.85 0.80 0.80
operated with krypton as main flow propellant while 0.90 0.83 0.87
retaining xenon flow through the cathode. A thruster tf 0.158 0.301 0.272
operating in this fashion with a Xe/Kr ratio of 1:4 is
investigated. It should be noted that in this case the
extra complexity of the propellant feed systems must Table 1: Nominal UK-25 Performance Parameters
be taken into account.

In this paper the effects on mission performance of generation available on spacecraft, it was assumed that
operating an IPS, based on the UK-25 thruster, are in- a maximum power level of 28 kW would be available
vestigated. A baseline spacecraft was assumed and cal- for the IPS (this power level corresponds to operation
culations of payload fraction, thrusting time, propellant of three UK-25 thrusters on xenon at 250 mN thrust).
cost and launch cost, over a AV range of 1-40 km/s, The electrical power was assumed to be generated by
were compared for the propellant species: xenon, kryp- an advanced photovoltaic solar cell array. Kurland [18]
ton and 1:4 Xe/Kr. quotes a specific power of 130 W/kg for such an array,

giving a power generation mass of 215 kg. It should
Spacecraft Assumptions be noted that solar arrays will not be suitable for some

missions where operation at significant distance from
In order that the results be relevant to the type of mis- the Sun is necessary. In these cases nuclear power sup-
sion IPSs are being proposed for, a baseline spacecraft plies must be used, which have a lower specific power
was chosen, modeled on the Ulysses spacecraft [16]. The than advanced solar arrays (approx. 10-50 W/kg [19]),
objective of the Ulysses mission was to investigate the leading to an increase in propulsion system mass.
properties of the polar regions of the Sun from a solar
polar orbit. This mission posed a considerable challenge The thr u s te r performance pare presented inrs calculated for1. A
for the propulsion system, since an unprecedented AV t h e t h re e propellant species a r e presented in table 1. A
of 11.4 km/s was required to propel the 370 kg space- nominal accelerating potential of 2200 V was chosen asof 11.4 km/s was required to propel the 370 kg space-
craft from the launch orbit of 300 km out of the Earth's a typical value for the UK-25 thruster, although cal-

culations were also performed for values between 1500-
gravitational field. The chemical propulsion system de- c u l a t i o n s w e also performed for values between 1500-
signed to accomplish this weighed close to 20 tonnes. 3000 V in order to investigate the effect on mission per-signed to accomplish this weighed close to 20 formance. The assumed thruster electrical and massIf however an IPS is used it would be expected that a u aon effcence ere aed eetrimal d
significant mass saving could be achieved. Indeed Fearn utl s atson efficiencies were based on experimental re-
[3] calculated that a typical IPS, capable of performing sults from UK-25 and SERT II tests. An electrical ef-
the mission, would weigh approximately 2 tonnes. ficiency of 0.9, and a mass utilisation efficiency of 0.85

have been measured for operation on xenon [20]. An
In this paper an IPS is proposed consisting of six electrical efficiency of 0.83, and a mass utilisation effi-

UK-25 thrusters, three to fire at any one time (allowing ciency of 0.8 have been measured for operation on kryp-
50% redundancy). Each thruster is assumed to have its ton [17]. For the 1:4 Xe/Kr propellant the electrical ef-
own dedicated power conditioning and control equip- ficiency was estimated to be 0.87 and mass utilisation
ment (PCCE), and propellant supply and monitoring efficiency was assumed to be 0.8. The choice of these
equipment (PSME), to allow for a high level of redun- values had no experimental basis since no tests have
dancy. In practice it may be possible to reduce mass been performed with such a propellant, but the values
by sharing these systems between thrusters, however chosen were considered by the author to be within a
care must be taken that adequate redundancy levels are realistic range.
maintained. Propellant is assumed to be supplied to the
thrusters from a single central storage tank, for the sin- The I S m ass e s ar e d i ffi cu l t t o estimate since most of
gle propellant cases, and from two separate tanks in the hard w are has not yet been optimised for low mass.
the combination propellant case, minimising propellant The values considered by Fearn [3] to be reasonable es-
tank mass. Tankage fraction values for xenon and kryp- timates for future flight hardware are summarised in
ton were taken from Owens [17], and the value for 1:4 table 2, along with other spacecraft component masses.
Xe/Kr was taken as the average, in the ratio 1:4, of the The overall cost of a mission is difficult to specify
xenon and krypton values. Due to the limited power since many cost factors must be taken into account. A
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Payload 370 pmnf = m  , t = T  (4)
Solar arrays 215 mo m
Structure and housekeeping 120
6 UK-25 thruster systems - 7 In order to calculate the mission performance, using6 UK-25 thruster systems 78 .

6 - the above equations, the propulsion system performance
6 PCCEs 1686 PCs 68 must first be ascertained. Ion thruster performance was
6 PSMEs 12Scalculated from equations 5 - 8 below, using the space-
TOTAL 963 1 craft assumptions outlined in the previous section.

Table 2: Spacecraft Component Masses (kg) = 2V e (5S ( )

full analysis of mission costs was deemed to be beyond Il,= }m u , (6)
the scope of this paper. Since the choice of thruster go
system and propellant would have most effect on the . 2eP
launch and propellant costs, a simple comparison based u- 2

on these two cost factors was made. Launch cost was
based on launch to LEO by Ariane IV and was assumed = tmmu, (8)
to be $6800 per kg from 1990 data [19]. Approximate
values for propellant unit costs were assumed to be Results and Discussion

$2400 per kg for xenon, $450 per kg for krypton and$2400 per kg for xenon, $450 per kg for krypton and Mission performance calculations, including payload
$840 per kg for the 1:4 Xe/Kr combination [15]. fractions, thrusting times, launch costs and propellant

Calculation Procedure costs have been carried out as described in the previ-
Calculation Procedure ous sections, for the three propellant species: xenon,

Space propulsion tasks are characterised by the veloc- krypton and 1:4 Xe/Kr, over a range of AV's from 1-

ity increment which must be imparted to the space- 40 km/s. The accelerating potential was varied para-
craft to implement them. These can range from around metrically between 1500-3000 V, in order to investi-

1 km/s for LEO manoeuvres, to over 40 km/s for some gate its effect on mission performance. Initially calcu-

interplanetary missions. Given the mission AV and lations were performed assuming that a constant thrust

the propulsion system Ip, the propellant mass fraction of 250 mN could be developed with each of the propel-
can be calculated by equating the instantaneous rate of lant species. This lead to very large power supply mass
change of momentum to the applied force and integrat- and cost for krypton and 1:4 Xe/Kr, making the use of

ing with respect to time, giving the well known 'Rocket these propellants seem very unfavourable. Calculations

Equation': were subsequently performed with a maximum power
of 28 kW assumed so that the thrusts developed by
the different propellant species would be different. This

AV = Uinf m (1) had the effect of removing the power supply effects from
Smc - mp the mass and cost results, but significantly reduced the

Re-arranging this equation we get an expression for thrust available with krypton and 1:4 Xe/Kr. The re-

the ratio of propellant mass to overall spacecraft mass: sults are presented graphically in figures 1,3,4 and 5.

Effect of Propellant Choice
= 1 - e(p (2)m -- e gI fo ( The molecular mass of an ion thruster propellant di-

rectly effects the exhaust velocity and specific impulse
In order to calculate mi and mo explicitly we derive .In order to calculate and explicitly we derive of the thruster. A low molecular mass propellant willanother expression for mo, which is simply the sum of
a e . o .f ss m produce a high exhaust velocity and specific impulse

all the individual spacecraft subsystem masses:
(see equations 5 and 6). If the power input to the IPS
is held constant, as assumed in this work, a high specific
impulse is desirable since less propellant is then required

m, = mp, + m.truc + mTfe + r,7 sme for a given mission AV. It might be expected therefore

+rn, + - + (1 + tf)mp (3) that using krypton or the 1:4 Xe/Kr propellant, instead
a of xenon, would improve the payload fraction results.

Th t e i r i It can be seen in figure la however, that this is not
These two equations can be solved for m, and m, .

e n e s r r a the case. Payload fraction results for xenon and kryp-and hence the payload mass fraction and mission thrust- .
ing time can be found from: ton, at nominal thruster performance levels, are almost
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Figure 1: Payload Fraction vs Velocity Increment

identical, while the results for 1:4 Xe/Kr are slightly

TANKAGE MASS(kg) inferior. The reasons for these unexpected results are
o - as follows: The efficiencies and stability of ion thrusters

PROPU.Lu r (b) is reduced when operating on a lower molecular mass
XENON (2oV) gas, hence the specific impulse is lower than would have

300 -
- 

KR YProN (220oov)
XEc (22ov , been expected (see equation 6). The tankage fraction

is greater for the lower molecular mass propellants (see
,0 / figure 2), due to the higher storage pressure that are

-- - necessary. For the 1:4 Xe/Kr propellant extra PSME
mass is necessary to cope with the combination of pro-

10o0 pellants. These effects combine and counteract any ad-
vantage which might have been expected for the lower
molecular mass propellants.

o i 1 2. Another disadvantage of lower molecular mass pro-so_ 500m0 Ixo zo 30oo 35000 40000
VELOC INCREMENT (m/) pellants is the increased power supply penalty asso-

ciated with the higher specific impulse. Either more
power must be provided, increasing the weight (and

Figure 2: Tankage Mass vs Velocity Increment cost) of the power generation system or, as in this work,
a lower thrust is developed. The main consequence of
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Figure 3: Thrusting Time vs Velocity Increment

the lower thrust is a significant increase in thrusting observed for the 1:4 Xe/Kr propellant, due to the ex-
time to achieve the mission AV. Figure 3a shows that tra PSME mass assumed in this case. The propellant
approximately 1i times as long is required to perform a cost results (figure 5a) show that substantial savings
mission with either krypton or 1:4 Xe/Kr as opposed to are possible using the cheaper, more readily available
xenon. Long thrusting times may be undesirable since propellant species (as long as the increase in thrusting
the resultant long mission times could lead to a loss time can be tolerated). Not only are the propellant unit
in revenue, increased radiation exposure, and thruster costs lower than for xenon, the propellant mass required
lifetime problems. is also less due to the higher specific impulse. Figure 5a

One of the main aims of this work was to investigate shows that cost savings of up to 2 million are possible
the effect of propellant on mission cost. A simple com- with krypton and up to $2 million with 1:4 Xe/Kr.

parison of launch and propellant costs has been made
and the results are presented in figures 4 and 5. Launch Effect of Accelerating Potential
cost was calculated using the overall spacecraft mass The primary effect of the accelerating poten-
and a constant unit launch cost. The overall space- tial is to increase the exhaust velocity from the thruster

tia l is t o increase the exhaust velocity from the thrustercraft mass is affected by the power supply, propellant .
raft mass is afected y the power supply, p t (see equation 5), and thus the specific impulse is in-and tankage masses. Since the power supply mass is creased. Given the assumption of constant power input

assumed to be constant the results for xenon and kryp- one wold expec the payloation fcontt be greer forone would expect the payload fraction to be greater forton at nominal performance levels are seen in figure 4a the higher accelerating potentials since the propellant
Sb v s ., w a i . n the higher accelerating potentials since the propellantto be very similar, with a slight increase in launch cost

mass flow rate should be less. Figure Ib, Ic and Id
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Figure 4: Launch Cost vs Velocity Increment

show this to be the case. For velocity increments up to Effect of Efficiencies
around 35 km/s, the increase in accelerating potential
also has the effect of increases the thrusting times, as It is difficult to investigate explicitly the effect of
shown in figures 3b, 3c and 3d. For AVs above 35 km/s thruster efficiencies on the results since no simple
however, the increase in propellant mass required coun- method for determining efficiencies is available and ex-
teracts this effect and gives slightly higher thrusting perimental data is scarce. Constant efficiencies have
times for the lower accelerating potentials. The reduc- been assumed for each propellant species, although in
tion in propellant mass associated with an increase in practice these can vary with changes in other perfor-
accelerating potential results in significant launch and mance parameters [10, 20]. Based on the experimental
propellant cost savings, as seen in figures 4b, 4c, 4d, 5b, data available it is apparent that a krypton IPS has
5c and 5d lower efficiencies than a xenon IPS [10, 21]. This is

one of the most important differences between the two
Another more practical problem which exist with in- propeants and cod ecde rpton from bein

creasing accelerating potential is that of voltage break- preference to xenon. H owever since relatively little
, in preference to xenon. However since relatively littledown across the accelerating grids. For a given grid sys- tin of krpton ion t ers as een erre it

te a maximum practical accelerating potential exis testing of krypton ion thrusters has been performed ittem a maximum practical accelerating potential exists
e wich ei. w g t o is probable that thrusters have not been fully optimisedabove which electrical breakdowns begin to occur. At for krypton and that the values assumed in this work

for krypton and that the values assumed in this workpresent the breakdown problems for the UK-25 thruster cou od upon.
grids have not becould be improved upon.grids have not been totally eliminated, even at 2200 V!
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Figure 5: Propellant Cost vs Velocity Increment

Conclusion vantage over krypton, due to the extra complexity of the
propellant feed system in this case. However discharge

The calculations performed in this paper indicate that stability issues may well be important and this type of
the choice of IPS propellant and accelerating poten- combination propellant could offer improvements over
tial can have a pronounced effect on missions perfor- krypton in this respect.
mance. Given the assumptions made on spacecraft
masses, thruster performance and power level, payload Variations of thruster accelerating potential also ef-

fractions and launch costs were seen to be fairly insen- feet mission performance. An increase in accelerating
sitive to propellant choice, while thrusting times and potential causes thruster exhaust velocity and specific

propellant cost were seen to vary significantly. For impulse to increase, hence payload fractions and costs

xenon, high thrusts (250 mN) are available, at the as- are reduced while thrusting times increase.

sumed power level of 28 kW, so that thrusting times The final choice of IPS configuration will depend on
are relatively short, however xenon is expensive and the specific mission for which it is proposed. More de-
its availability is limited. Krypton on the other hand, tailed, mission specific calculation, will need to be made
although producing lower thrusts and therefore longer in order to ascertain the optimal configuration for each
thrusting times, is significantly cheaper, and does not set of mission requirements.
have the availability problem of xenon, being available
at roughly ten times the quantity of xenon [15]. The Some uncertainty exists in the values assumed for

1:4 Xe/Kr propellant, although giving a higher thruster thruster performance, operating on propellants other

efficiency, does not appear to offer any performance ad- than xenon. An experimental program is underway
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which is intended to investigate the performance of the [13] H. R. Kaufman. Inert gas thrusters. Contract Re-
UK-25 thruster on krypton and combinations of xenon port CR-135226, NASA, July 1977.
and krypton. The data obtained from these experiments
will help to provide some of the information required to [14] H. R. Kaufman. Inert gas thrusters. Contract Re-
refine the performance assumptions made in this paper. port CR-159527, NASA, Nov 1978.
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